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2018 WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards  

 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program:  

An Innovative Hybrid Model for Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent in Digital Economy 

 

 SECTOR: PUBLIC SECTOR EXCELLENCE AWARD  

The DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program is a large-scale and national-

wide talent development program for the Taiwan government to develop the 

digital talent in digital economy.  

Taiwan recently launched its Digital Nation and Innovative Economic 

Development Plan (2017-2025), known as “DIGI+”. One of the plan’s main goals is 

to grow Taiwan’s digital economy to NT$6.5 trillion (US$205.9 billion) by 2025.  

The component strategies focus on infrastructure, talent, cross-industry 

transformation, digital rights, smart cities and boosting Taiwan’s standing in the 

global digital service economy. 

In order to achieve those ambitious goals, the Institute for Information Industry 

(III) has successfully established an innovative hybrid model for developing digital 

talent which is called “DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program” for the 

Taiwan government focusing on five fields of digital economy, including: E-

commerce/FinTech, Smart Content, Data Science and Big Data Analysis, Internet of 

Things, and Artificial Intelligence. The program targets at 3rd- year undergraduate 

and graduate students. Applicants have to go through the auditioning process 

selected by research institutes. Qualified students have to pass six months on-site 

training internship in the assigned research institutes or companies. 

 
FIG. 1: Overall Service of the DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program 

 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program -An Innovative Hybrid Model for 
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Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent in Digital Economy is a four-year program 

aiming to train the total of 1,500 digital economy talents, establish talent 

development service and model to increase overall employment rate, GDP and 

accelerate training development process within government.   

 

Feature 1: A Public Service to Accelerate Talent Development for Government 

and Industry Using Innovative ICT.  

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program provides internship services, 

training programs, online blended MOOCs courses to train talents for the industry. 

To achieve its goals, the program develops talent development accelerator service, 

establish talent management cloud-based platform to assist universities, research 

institutes and corporates in recruiting talents more efficiently. The program 

provides the total solution, tools, and platform for eliminating the inefficient 

process for both government personnel research institutes and corporates.   

 

FIG. 2: Talent Management System  

 

To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of recruiting and training talents for 

industry and government. The program establishes a platform TMS to manage 

talents and their training path, history, activities, projects, and performance during 

six months period.    

 

Feature 2: Developing Digital Economy Talent Development Accelerator Service 

for Taiwan.  

The program offers pre-internship training using online MOOCs platform. After 

interns are selected to finish pre-training prerequisites, interns start their project-

based six months on-site training in corporations or research institutes. During the 

six months training, the services incorporates various ICT learning strategies to 

efficiently deliver training content such as MOOCs, mobile learning, live 

broadcasting video courses, flipped-classrooms model, etc..   
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FIG. 3: Digital Economy Talent Development Accelerator Service 

 

Feature 3: Using Online Hybrid Learning Model 

To adapt to the fast-changing markets and technologies, we need a more 

innovative, practical, fast strategy in developing ICT talents that suit industry needs 

and to equip talents with all the necessary skills and knowledge before they go into 

the workforce.  

 DIGI+Academy is an online MOOCs learning platform first of its kind to targets 

at 3rd-year undergraduate and graduate students which provide them with training 

programs/courses from five key domains: E-commerce/FinTech, Artificial 

Intelligence, Internet of Things, Smart Content (AR/VR), and Data Science. Courses 

designed by three models: self-learning MOOCs courses model, live streaming 

short courses model and professional certification courses model. 

 

FIG. 4: Blended Learning Model Using ICT 

 

 YOUR NOMINEE(S):  
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The Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Republic of China (MOEA, 

https://www.moea.gov.tw/MNS/english/home/English.aspx ) is the ministry of the 

Republic of China (Taiwan) responsible for formulating policy and laws for industry 

and trade, foreign direct investment, energy, minerals, measurement standards, 

intellectual property, state-owned enterprises. The ministry is a cabinet-level 

government agency of the Executive Yuan. 

The executive agency promotes industrial and economic policies which allow 

economic activity and growth, increased employment and investments in the sector 

which are critical to Taiwan's economy. Taiwan's main exports are electronics, 

computers, telecommunications equipment, industrial design services and creative 

industries/culture. 

 

 REASONS FOR NOMINATION:  

Taiwan is facing severe talent shortage. According to the survey, 73% of 

employers in Taiwan have faced the difficulty recruiting talents in the digital 

economy skill area, which is the second highest in the world. Developing talents in 

the digital economy age is time-consuming and becomes an urgent issue for 

government to solve. To solve the talent shortage problems effectively, DIGI+Talent 

Accelerator & Jumpstart Program: An Innovative Hybrid Model for Developing 

Cross-Domain ICT Talent in Digital Economy is created with integrated ICT training 

models, tools, and methods by Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Republic of China 

to assist both government and industries. Benefits and Effectiveness of this public 

service include the followings:  

 

1. Talent Management System Increases Efficiency 

The program designs and develops a cloud-based Talent Management 

System (TMS) to manage 350 interns, 16 research institutes, 123 mentors and 

61 universities. TMS has been proved to reduce the process and time spent for 

administrators to manage all the interns individually and improved the overall 

efficiency of a one-stop management system.      
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FIG. 5: Cloud-Based Talent Management System 

 

In the internship auditioning process, TMS provides various functions 

including registration, internship account management, task management, 

timeline, a referral system for universities, email reminder, invites and formal 

notification when interns are selected to join the program.     

 

FIG. 6: TMS Task Management Functions 

 

During the on-site training periods, TMS serves as a one-stop 

management system for 350 interns, 16 research institutes, 123 mentors, 61 

universities and PMO administrators. During the six months periods, all parties 

log in TMS to submit a monthly performance report, monitoring budget 
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expenses, attendance of interns, etc. TMS effectively shorten the overall 

process and provides a more efficient solution.     

 

2. Innovative Learning Platform 

Since DIGI+Academy released in June 2017, it has accumulated more 

than 100,000 page views, 1,000 registered account, 35,977 minutes of 

studying time in total and provide more than 40 courses. The overall course 

satisfaction is 4.7 (5 as the most satisfy). Under the DIGI+Talent Accelerator 

& Jumpstart Program, DIGI+Academy has successfully achieved beyond its 

original goal of training 350 3rd-year undergraduate and graduate students. 

DIGI+Academy attracts students who were not in the program to join. There 

is total of 577 students registered with DIGI+Talent Academy. By 

DIGI+Academy’s success, it inspires other national talent development 

projects to replicate the same training models, website structure and 

instructional methods in developing K-12 students and Ph.D. talents in this 

fast-growing digital economy. 

 

FIG. 7: DIGI+Academy 
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FIG. 8: Proven Success of DIGI+Talent Academy 

 

3. Implemented Innovative 6P-4C Hybrid Training Model 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program not only uses ICT in 

training but also develops innovative 6P-4C training model. 6P-4C stands 

for participation, problem-solving, hands-on practice, peer assessment and 

learning, project-based learning design and pitching. Training courses are 

designed by four elements including: 

 Interactive, diverse content design  

 Collaboration with peers in groups  

 Building learning community to increase interaction  

 Certify learning achievement by evaluating project outcomes 

 

FIG. 9: DIGI+Academy Online Courses 

 

4. Blended ICT Training Model Design  

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program: An Innovative Hybrid 

Model for Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent in Digital Economy adopts 

micro-learning courses design, using live broadcasting video courses, 

synchronous video conferencing and incorporates social media Facebook 
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as the media to deliver training courses and content.  

 

FIG. 10: Hybrid Training Model Using ICT 

 

As industry needs talents who are proactive, with hands-on experience 

and be able to perform task right away, DIGI+Academy designs training 

courses by solving the real-life issue and reduce the amount of time 

spending on introducing theory or pure lecturing. Interns could start 

practice and solving problems right away. These instructional design 

strategies proved to be useful based on student’s feedbacks.  

 

5. Linking International Open Resource Communities to Facilitate Elite Talent 

Training  

The program connects international open resource communities and 

MOOCs including edX, Coursera, Udacity. The program conducts 

benchmarking MOOCs courses first then integrates Online and Offline 

learning model that meets industry requirements. Other than MOOCs, the 

program also collaborates with fortune 500 company such as Microsoft 

and Nvidia, to provide more resources to the service.  
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FIG. 11: DIGI+Academy Online Courses 

 

6. Using Big Data to Build Talent Pool that Speeds up Matching Process  

The program establishes an intelligent talent development system that 

analyzes interns’ performance index, project outcome, learning history, 

mentors’ evaluation and other soft skill data. Each intern has his/her 

competency report including their performance in the domain knowledge 

area, creativity, collaboration, communication, problem-solving skills, etc.  

 

FIG. 12: Intelligent System using Big Data Technology and Data Science 

 

Traditionally, government or industry HR will need to go through a 

lengthy and inefficient process in talent recruiting. The program, therefore, 

has built a government talent data pool for the industry to recruit talents 

faster and with a better percentage of success rate.  

 

7. DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program Proven to be Effective 

At the first year, the program had already produced many outstanding 
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outcomes and created a great impact on Taiwan’s talent development. 

There is total of 61 colleges, and 350 interns joined the program, and 54% of 

the colleges admitted the equivalent credits from DIGI+Talent Accelerator & 

Jumpstart Program. As government played the crucial role in this program, 

there were 16 research institutes participated, and the total of 61 

corporates joined. At the end of this year, interns created more than 200 

projects and, 70% of the interns received job-matching opportunities from 

various companies.  

 

 

FIG. 13: Effectiveness Outcome Measurements  

 

The program has not only benefit research institutes themselves but 

also provides practical and alternative methods for colleges to better 

manage internship projects, students to received well-designed intern 

program for them to be able to apply the skills learned when graduated.  

 

8. Replicate the ICT Talent Development Model Locally and Internationally 

Based on the successful service and model implemented by 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program. The same model has now 

been replicated to other domain knowledge area other than digital 

economy such as medical and national defense. DIGI+Talent Accelerator & 

Jumpstart Program is targeted initially at 3rd- year undergraduate and 

graduate students, but now Executive Yuan has established a RAISE 

program (Rebuild after PhD’s Industrial Skill & Expertise) focused at Ph.D.’s 

which follows the successful model of DIGI+ Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart 
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Program of using ICT in accelerating talent development for the industry. 

The use of innovative ICT integrating model in talent development not only 

made a success in Taiwan, it also has created an alternative solution for 

other countries such as Vietnamese and Indonesia. As Vietnamese and 

Indonesia are limited by their geography when delivering nation-wide 

training service, therefore, the blended ICT training model developed by 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program is ideal for them to adopt. 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program project management office 

has been contacted by Vietnamese and Indonesia government about how 

to utilize this Hybrid Model for Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent in their 

government locally.  

 

 SUMMARY 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program: An Innovative Hybrid Model for 

Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent in Digital Economy leverages and integrates ICT 

in digital economy talent development. The service successfully demonstrates the 

hybrid and blended model achieves the effectiveness of fast developing talent for 

the industry at the same time eliminating the administrative process for research 

institutes and colleges. According to interns’ feedback, this hybrid training model 

helps them to establish necessary skills they need to face the challenges in the 

current competitive environment.  

An Innovative Hybrid Model for Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent can be 

adopted locally not only in Taiwan but also globally as mentioned above; it has 

demonstrated a success model by the government that could be replicated and 

practiced in different areas. Even though the service is designed for the digital 

economy area, it will then further apply in talent developing in medical, agriculture, 

retail manufacturing areas, etc.  

As integrating ICT in the development of talent of the digital economy is a 

wholly innovated approach both regarding technological breakthrough and how 

widely it’s been adopted. This large scale of implementation by the government has 

never been done before either. With the proven effectiveness, we believe 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program: An Innovative Hybrid Model for 

Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent in Digital Economy deserves consideration for 

2018 WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards.  
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FIG. 14: Promote Innovative Talent Development Ecosystem for Digital Economy 
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 SUPPORTING INFORMATION:   

Document A:  

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program websites and social media:  

 

Websites  URL 

Official Website http://www.digitalent.org.tw/ 

DIGI+Academy https://academy.digitalent.org.tw/ 

Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/digiplustalent/ 

YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRiTEWGnrhu7wsZ

09OFNMGg 
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Document B:  

1. Auditioning ceremony news reports (26) 

     

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-8L_yAw7nM 
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2. Pre-Training boot camp news reports (40) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAKtpVY0mkE 
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3. Graduation ceremony news reports (42)   

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeUElsH2G0Q 

 


